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1. With reference to the Special 301 Report, which of the following 
statement(s) is/are correct?  

1. It provides an annual review of the global state of Intellectual property 

rights (IPR) protection and enforcement.  
2. It is released by the World Intellectual Property Organization.  

Select the correct answer using the codes given below:  
A. 1 only  
B. 2 only  
C. Both 1 and 2  
D. Neither 1 nor 2 

 

2. With reference to the Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR), consider the 
following statements are NOT, correct? 

A. These are the minimum percentage of deposits that needs to be 
reserved with the Reserve Bank of India (RBI).  

B. Increasing the SLR controls inflation in the economy.  
C. Both a and b  

D. None of the above 

 

3. With reference to the recently developed 'Moorhen Yoga mat’, consider the 
following statements and choose the correct statement/s. 

A. It is a biodegradable yoga mat.  
B. It has been developed from jute material.  
C. Both a and b 

D. None of the above 
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4. Recently, the Crimson Solar Project was seen in the news. It is associated 
with which of the following country?  

A. Russia  
B. Japan  

C. France  
D. United States of America (USA) 

 
5. National Small Savings Fund is administered by which of the following 

Ministry?  
A. Ministry of Commerce and Industry 
B. Ministry of Corporate Affairs  

C. Ministry of Finance  
D. Ministry of Home Affairs 
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OUTLINE FOR 9th MAY 2021 DQ 

1. ANS. (A)  

 Special 301 Report provides the outcome of an annual review of the global state of 
IPR protection and enforcement.  

 The review reflects to encourage and maintain enabling environments for 
innovation, including effective IPR protection and enforcement.  

 It is released by the Office of the United States Trade Representative (USTR).  

 It identifies the trading partners that do not adequately or effectively protect and 
enforce intellectual property (IP) rights.  

 For countries that fail to address U.S. concerns, USTR takes appropriate actions 
against them which may include enforcement actions under Section 301 of the 
Trade Act. 

 

2. ANS. (A)  

 Statutory Liquidity Ratio or SLR is a minimum percentage of deposits that a 
commercial bank has to maintain in the form of liquid cash, gold or other securities.  

 It is basically the reserve requirement that banks are expected to keep before 
offering credit to customers.  

 These are not reserved with the Reserve Bank of India (RBI), but with banks 
themselves. The SLR is fixed by the RBI.  

 The government uses the SLR to regulate inflation and liquidity.  

 Increasing the SLR will control inflation in the economy while decreasing it will 
cause growth in the economy.  

 Most of the banks will be keeping their SLR in the form of government securities as 
it will earn them an interest income. 

 

3. ANS. (A)  

 Recently, six young girls from the fishing community in Assam have 

developed a unique biodegradable yoga mat, called Moorhen Yoga Mat.  

 The ‘Moorhen Yoga mat’ named after Kam Sorai (Purple moorhen, a resident 
bird of Deepor Beel Wildlife sanctuary), comes in a cotton canvas cloth bag where 
no zip or metal closures are used.  

 The bag has an adjustable strap and closures effectively designed to be in 
sync with biodegradability.  

 It has been developed from water hyacinth.  

 It could contribute significantly towards the environmental conservation 

and sustainability of Deepor Beel and also ensure the local livelihood. 
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4. ANS. (D)  

 Crimson Solar Project is a major solar energy project in the California desert of the 
USA.  

 It will cost around USD 550 million and will be sited on 2,000 acres of federal land 
west of Blythe, California.  

 It will be capable of powering nearly 90,000 homes.  

 The move is in line with the development of renewable energy projects on the 
public lands of the country 

 

5. ANS. (C)  

 National Small Savings Fund (NSSF) in the Public Account of India was established 

in 1999.  
It is administered by the Government of India, Ministry of Finance (Department of 
Economic Affairs) under National Small Savings Fund (Custody and Investment) 
Rules, 2001, framed by the President under Article 283 (1) of the Constitution. 
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